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1A partial survey of Tl^ COmiERCIAL CLUBS THE
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS.
(A Statement of the Purpose and Content of this Paper)
CLUBS—social and educational, have received
much consideration at the hands of various writers. School
clubs have had their proportional share in the various
discussions, but the aims and purposes of those organized
in connection with the Classical Departments of the Senior
High Schools have been elaborated more than those of the
Commercial interests.
With this in mind and the impetus of an ex-
tremely great desire to further the interest in Commercial
Clubs in the Senior High Schools, it is the aim of the
writer of this paper to suggest methods best suited to the
establishment of such clubs by pupils of this age, and a
program of activities to maintain a lasting active interest
once they have been introduced.
The programs suggested are typical and may be
elaborated and original ideas embodied, thus making the
clubs individual by meeting the requirements of the partic-
ular schools with which they are connected.
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2That there is a vital need for such clubs,
is plainly evidenced by the results of a questionnaire,
sent to fifty High Schools, making inquiries as to the
existence and operation of such clubs, which are herein
tabulated.
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3II . TIffi DEVELOPMENT OF Tffi EXTRA-CURRICULAR IDEA .
The first example of student activities in the modern
sense appeared in Ancient Greece. Extensive opportunities
for social intercourse and for self government were en-
joyed by the cosmopoli tian student bodies of medieval
European universities through organizations known as
"nati ons .
"
Sports, games and physical exercises were a regular
part of the work at Vittoreno da Fetre's well known
school at Mantua, Italy, Trolzendro]^
,
in his famous
Sicilian scliool established in 1531, used a monitorial
type of instruction and shared a large amount of au-
thorities that performances of this kind would "draw the
attention of the scholars from other more useful pur-
suits." (1)
Social clubs, natural history societies, and musical
organizations were founded in many schools during the 19tt:
century. The student activities represent the practices
of educational institutions in different civilizations
and in different historical periods. The critical reader
has already noticed, doubtless the close relationship
that exists between the types of activities that were
characteristic of a perioa and the social conditions,
and educational theories that were dominant at that time.
"The History of Merchant Taylor’s
School.
"
p. 462
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Throughout the centuries and in different parts of
the world we have seen the spirit of youth attempting to
find an outlet for its never-tiring energies. The direct-
ing influence of social conditions and the leveling
effects of educational theories are apparent everyv^here
;
but throughout all, youth's irrepressible "v/ill to power"
was reasserted again and again. To the enlightened
stuaent of human nature, it is clear that great instinc-
tive tendencies were at wor.-. for whicli adequate provision
has not, and coula not, be ii.ade by the schools of the
past on account of the force of opposing social, religious,
and educational iueas. The opportunity for self ex-
pression which youth enjoys in the free, varied, and
attractive programs of student activities, that are
characteristic of the best American schools today, had
to await the arrival of a n.ore favorable background.
It will be worthwhile to point out some of the most
striking developments which have attended the growth of
student activities in American schools during the modern
period. It has been a tim.e of extra-ordinary expansion.
The first decade witnessea the inception of a number of
notable experiments in student government and a very
effective propaganda in their behalf. Shortly thereafter
rapid growth began in other types of organizations.
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These events were soon recognized in the educational
literature of the day and the pace of the movement was
accelerated by the attention which it received in this
quarter. The outcome was the modern program of student
activities ana certain enlightened points of view
which promise even greater developments for the future.
Diversified clubs have been established in large
numbers. In the beginning many educators were hostile
because they feared the effect of such "dangerous
indulgences" in the subject study. Then came an
attitude of tolerance in which it was not necessary
"to interfere" as long as no aan.age was done to the
curriculum. The teriu "extra-curricular activities"
caa.e into use at this time ana it describes rather
precisely the h.ost es'^ential aspects of this point of
view .
When the significance of the great social changes
that followeu in the wake of the inaus trial revolution
dawned in the profession, far-sighted leaders began to
see in the social life of the student body an enormously
fertile field for the crltivaticn of such fundamental
educational objectives as health, ethical character,
and the worthy use of leisure and citizenship.
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CLUE i.:ovei.:e:its
The club movement like many other educational move-
ments in the United States originated outside of the
school walls. I.'uch credit should go to the Y. lu. C. A.
and the churcher. People like organizations. The herd
instinct brings men to join their L'asonic and Odd Fellows
orders
;
the women their afternoon clubs and bridge
parties; and what boy at some time has not belonged to
some group ihore or less organized? "Instinctive basis
for the organizations, such as gregariousness, love of
adventure, migration, physical exercise, and athletics
are readily seen in the spontaneous groups.
Interest in all organizations was so great, the
results so educational, that slowly the public demanded
and the schools aaded one more function to their many
duties. Today we fina credited courses in club activ-
ities in many educational institutions.
Extra-curricular activities permit a safe outlet
for the surplus ener ies, the sparadic impluses of boys
and girls, as well as aid in the development of the
general and special abilities.
Through clubs pupils find expressions for their
inaiviaual itjT- . Here is the spontaneous breeding of their
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primary interests. Here is an outlet for the things they
most '.vant to do, not in an organized class, as a set
task, but with a group who are moved by the same urge.
Through school activities, purely social, many
pupils gain contacts that would otherwise be denied.
The activities in the school reveals beauties, proprie-
ties, ano. culture not before experienced. The pupil
learns to respect ana to appreciate the niceties and
finer graces that belong to life, but which he seldom
senses in the work-a-aay classroom world and many times
has no opportunity to sense elsewhere.
One's own personality; with its tendencies, incli-
nations, ana absorbing interests, is the greatest dis-
covery that one can make. ?.'hat to do with this person-
ality, how to satisfy its disturbing urge, often becomes
as big a problem for the individual himself as for the
parent or teacher who has to aeal v/ith that personality.
In one's blina groping for aid, one may find others
with the same opinions, preferences, and tastes. V/hat
more natural thing is there, then, than the coming to-
gether of those kindred folk for the enjoyment and the
promotion of the things that absorb their interests and
demiand healthy growth?
The nature of clubs is such that their chief value
lies in their usefulness of purpose. The school club is
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3an organization especially adapted to the needs of boys
and girls. It is a small group, simply organized, and
making light demanas upon the timie of its members. Many
clubs contribute services to the school, but work of
this kind is not the prin.ary objective of their exist-
ence and no club is inaispensille to the school. It is
entirely fitting for the li.ea.bcrs of these organizations
to concern them^selves to a greater extent with their
own interests, than with the neeas of the school.
The school clubs are the ii.ost natural substitution
for the gang that the school can offer. Many pupils
are uevotee to their cl bs and in cases of this kind
the club is the most effective ii.eans of teaching the
minir.iUn. essentials of social experience.
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IV. 3aivm:;iAL. club
The further discussion of clubs will be centered in
the OoiTimercial Clubs , --dealing with the basic principles
of organization and the program. Needless to say, the
points discussed will, in most cases, apply to clubs in
general
.
(a) Ob.iectives
The first essential of any club is that it satisfy
a need. The Commercial Club in the Senior High School
should do this.
The class time in Commercial Subjects is given over
entirely to learning the principles of the studies and
it is only through clubs that pur ils can become acquaintec
with the enjoyable and interesting phases of the work.
"A club must have very definite aims. The most
iniportant of these should be to increase interest in
Commercial Subjects; to acquaint the members with modern
progressive business organization methods, systems,
materials and equipment; to encourage high standards of
efficiency’’ and achievement; to emphasize and develop the
proper personal qualifications for commercial positions;
to instill worthy business ethics; to develop w/orthy
ideals and habits of thrift—saving, giving, investing,
and spending wisely; and to develop an intelligent
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interest in the business and commercial life of the
comm-unity by familiarizing the members with it," (1)
(b) Details of Crranizations
( 1) Members hi e
Membership should be voluntary but should consist
of pupils who are really interested in things connected
with the Commercial Departmient. That a pupil should be
passing in two commercial subjects is sometimes a re-
quirement for belonging to a club. The writer does not
consider this a wise restriction because it is hoped that
the work of the classroom may be im*proved by membership
in a club.
The size of the club is important. It should be
large enough to make the activities varied and to let
the members feel that they belong to a real group. It
should be small enough to allow each member to take an
active part in the club program. From fifteen to twenty
is perhaps the best number for a Comm.ercial Club.
(2) Cons ti tut ion
It is not absolutely necessary to have a Constitutio
and yet it is true that one aoes add dignity to an
organization. If there is a Constitution, it should be
as simple as possible ana include a statement of the
1
McKown, Harry C. "School Clubs." p. 272
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purpose of the club, time and place of meeting, and a i
list of the officers ana their duties. The activities
of the club, however, are im*portant, and too much
attention should not be given to a discussion of a
constitution, as is som.etime true in clubs.
(3) Officers
The number of officers should be as small as
possible. The simplest plan is to have three; a President,
Secretary, and a Treasurer.
(4) Committees
The number of committees should also be small. The
m.ost important of these is the program committee, whose
duty shall be, principally to find out the particular
interests of the club members. This may be done by
means of a questionnaire passed to each member, or by
asking the mem.bers to arop in a box, especially provided
for the purpose, suggestions as to their particular
interests. After this the committee should formulate
the program of the club. The Faculty Advisor and the
Officers should meet with the committee for this purpose.
Other Committees such as social, membership, etc.,
should be appointed as the need arises.
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(5) Hame and Ins ip,nia
The name of the club should appeal to the imaginatio,
i
of the members. It is preferable to have the members
make up their own nai.ies . Some names that might be
chosen are: "The Lerry Stenos
,
The Type Club, The Pen
and Paper Club, The C. C. C., and many others." (1)
Pins, colors, mottoes, and other insignia all add
to the interest in the Clubs.
(6) Meetings
The time, place, and frequency of the meetings
depend upon the program which the school has arranged
for its clubs. These are usually held in school time
and on the school premises. If the school has no such
program the club may meet after school. The meetings
should be held once a week, if it can be so arranged.
(7) The Advisor
The advisor for the club should have a thorough
knowledge of Commercial Subjects and Commercial Needs,
as well as, a pleasing personality and other qualifica-
tions that will appeal to the members.
Bowie, A. A. "Commercial Clubs" p. 18
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V. THE CLUE fRCCRAH
The material to be used in programs is very-
extensive. The activities might be classified under the
following headings:
1. Business Meeting
2. Talks on various phases of Commercial
work
3. Dramatics
4. Games
5. Social Events
6. Rtories
7. Outside Activities
(a) Business TJeetings
The business part of the meeting should be kept as
simple as possible. The meeting should be called to
order bv the President. The roll call should follow.
Then the minutes of the last meeting should be read and
approved, and the customary business progress according
to the principles of parliamentary procedure.
The accepted order of a meeting:
1. President's Remarks
2. Roll Call
3. Reading of Minutes of Previous Meeting
4. Admission of New Members
5. Treasurer's Report
6. Report of Committees
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7, Unfinished Business
S» New Business
9» Program Committee Entertainment
10. Adjournment" (1)
(b) Talks
Talks by members should be an important part of the
meeting. It is not essential that there should be one
given at every meeting, but they should be given fre-
quently, since this is one of the best ways of acquiring
a background of knowledge ana appreciation of commercial
subjects. Insteaa of one long talk on a subject, several
members might each discuss one phase of a subject. To
add variety and interest, outside speakers may sometimes
be invited to come and talk to the club. Needless to
say, they should be well qualified to speak on their
subjects and sho'.ld present them at the pupils level so
that they may ably understand.
A discussion of the talks should follow. This may
include a question period, and added contributions may
be made to the subject by other members.
It should be part of the work of the Club to develop
a good feeling between the members. They should learn
"Commercial Clubs" p. 28Bowie, A. A.
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to give and accept criticism in the right way.
(c) Dramatics
It is possible to secure some plays suitable for
Commercial Clubs, and the pupils may be inspired by the
advisor to write short plays.
The preparation for, as well as the actual presenta-
tion of the play, is an important activity of the Club.
Different comm.ittees may take charge of the different
phases of the work such as costumes, properties, and
scenery. The giving of plays is one of the most enjoy-
able of club activities. It not only educates but also
many times, reveals an otherwise undeveloped dramatic
ability in some of the members.
(d) Carnes
The game, as a type of activity in the Commercial
Club, is usually a favorite with the members. This is
especially true of those games that have an element of
rivalry. A large percentage of the games best suited
to Commercial Clubs, requires some knowledge of brief
forms and business terms.
In this way the games grow out of the classroom work,
and serve as a motivation for it. The pupil wants to
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learn his shorthand or business terms so that he can get
into the game and have a chance to win.
The games now discussed are only a few of the many
possible ones that may be invented.
Cross word puzzles may be successfully used in the
Commercial Club. These may be found in the "Gregg Writer.
The game of solitaire, played with cards, on which
the words are written in shorthana is also a good way of
learning the brief forms and is more enjoyable than
simply writing them again and again.
It
( e) Stories
Stories are also an important part of the Club
program. These stories are written in shorthand and are
really interesting. Continuea stories are found each
month in the "Gregg Writer."
(f ) Social Events
Every meeting neea not be a social. Perhaps it
would be a good plan to have a meeting, now and then,
given up entirely to a social good time. This might
include songs, gamies
,
or a play and refreshments. The
club might also plan a party, a picnic, or other social
events as desirea by the members.
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VI . ACTIVITIES THAT HAY EE USED FCR CLUB PROGRAI'.lS
The following suggestions may be of help to the
program committee in planning additional activities:
(a) Each program must have a general interest
appeal, utilizing the services of as many members as
possible in its arrangement, preparation and production.
(b) In order that a smoothly running program
may be assurea all aetails must be^ carefully planned
before the meeting.
(1) mOK TRI.\L CF A STEMCGRAFHER (1)
A great deal of the success of this program rests
with the counsel for prosecution ana the counsel for the
defendant. It is necessary in this production to sue
those members who have the ability to talk well, to ex-
amine ana cross examine, and keep up a lively questioning
of the witnesses.
A Mock Trial may be put on without much rehearsal.
(£) DEE ATE? (2)
Commercial stuaents of today are the business
executives of tomorrow. They should engage in public
speaking, in debates ana receive that training in self-
confiaence which such experiences give. The subjects
Eowle, A. A. "Commercial Clubs" pp . 48-49
Eowle, A. A. "Commercial Clubs" pp. 51-52
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to be debated, are many. In what should there be greater
interest than current exents? Then there are topics
which bear directly upon the work of the members--both
of these importing useful as well as necessary knov/ledge.
(3) OFFICE C.\IIIMG DEXNSTRATICir (1)
This progran. will be more successful if those who
are to take part can get to. ether beforehand for a few
rehearsals .
There may be three or four demonstrating acts. At
least two stenographers will be necessary to put through
any office calling "skit."
The real point of the program will be lost if you
do not attempt to draw a lesson from each demonstration
that is given.
Craers frequently depend upon the numierous important
elemients that are involved in calling upon business mien,
and in receiving them, in the office. It is a thoroughly
practical ana helpful program..
To make the "skit" more realistic, the namies of
prominent local business firms can be used, also the names
of mianagers and executives.
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(4) LS.XKSTP.ATICN^ (1)
The interesting feature of the dictation demonstra-
tions is that they are original, although the one dictat-
ing may select his own subject. He uses no memorandum.
He must dictate extemporaneously. His letter may be of
a business, semi-business
,
or social nature.
The program offers a test of the shorthand writer's
ability to reaa bacx his dictation fluently. As there
will not be tim.e or opportunity to transcrive the notes,
the reading must suffice.
Programs may be written up as follows :
PRCGRAIX
I Instrumental or Vocal Music
a Dictation Demons trati ons
1 The Graven Dictator
2 The Grouch
3 The Floor-Pacer
II More Music or Anecdotes
b Dictati on Demonstrations (Con'td)
4 The Slangy Dictator
5 The Poor Grammarian
6 The Ideal Dictator
III More Music
(5) NCTEBCCK SHOW AND CONTENT (2)
To make the greatest success of a notebook show, it
Bowie, A. A. "Gomimercial Clubs" pp . 58-59
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is well to have as large a number of contestants as
possible. Have as many different lines of business re-
presented as you can because the methods and customs
vary with the nature of the industry or profession.
The judging of this contest may be done by a special
committee selected from the faculty or club membership.
In judging the procedure to be followed is:
1. Examination of books.
2. Selection of the three best books.
(In making this selection time is
to be allowed for discussion.)
3. Announcement of the winner.
4. Informal talk by winner.
The following points are to be considered by the
judges in making their decision. Neatness, system,
margins, convenience, penmanship, and style.
(6) FOSITICN SECURING NIGHT 9(1)
This program will affora an opportunity to do some
constructive thinking on how properly to apply f or a
position, for it is a well established fact that there is
both a correct and incorrect way to do this.
Summarized are the accepted methods to be pursued:
1. Answering advertisements by letter, in
person, or by telephone.
2. Writing letters to those for whom you
would like to work.
3. Advertising in the daily papers.
4. Registering with employment agencies.
Bowie, A. A. "Commercial Clubs" p. 61
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The numerous possibilities suggested by this project
alone may form the nucleus for many important programs.
The following are suggestive:
1. What Employers Demand
2. The "How" Program
3. A Demonstration Interview
(7) LOCAL SUCCESS BIOGRAPHIES (1)
This program calls for some successful self-made
business men of your community, to tell the story of
their success.
Such a talk requires little preparation on the part
of the business man. There are dozens of successful
men in every city who were once students and whose ex-
periences are rich with suggestions for you, and who
would welcome the opportunity to speak to such a club.
(8) SELLING ^KITS (2)
The science and art of selling things should re-
ceive the careful attention and study of everyone who
has commercial ambitions. A meeting that will prove
educational as well as entertaining can be guaranteed
by the use of the program "Selling Skits." This may be
varied by having some good selling stories read or told,
and the wrong way to try to make a sale illustrated.
Bowie, A. A. "Commercial Clubs" Fp. 63-72
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(9) AIINUAL SHORTHAND GCNTEST (1)
The annual shorthand contest will form a most in-
teresting regular feature of the club. A committee should
be appointed to handle this matter. The International
Rules for the Oregg Writer Transcription Tests are used
for conducting tests.
(10) CVRRTi: E (1)
This is a play in one act that will include a good
many of the club members and may be put on at an assembly
prOigram. This is in addition to the regular club meeting
and ’would be for the enjoyment of the entire school. It
would also afford an opportunity for the Club to shov/
what it is doing and to interest others in joining.
(11) AliNUAL T'TE’ATIITIMG CCNTETT (3)
The annual typewriting contest is another feature
which would be an attraction for your club. Thetypewri ter
companies may cooperate, as they prepare monthly tests
for schools. In conducting the contest the International
Typewriting Contest Rules should apply in the marking
of papers. The following procedure is suggested:
1 . Contestants at machines
2. Preliminary warming up exercise
3. Lis tribute Copy
4. Whistle blows for start of test
Bowie, A. A. "Commercial Clubs" pp. 72-73
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5. ‘"'histle blows for completion of test
5. Exchange papers for first correction
7 . Reauing of uiatter and checking
3, Collection of papers
9. Rechecking by committee
10. Report of Results
(12) RRE.^L LETTER ARTERIIOCK (1)
This program offers a chance for everybody to
participate. In notifying members of the event they
should be invited to bring along any letter which they
thinl: is '’freaky" to be either read by them, or read
by the chairman of the n^eeting.
Preparation of the prograii* for such a ri'.eeting
will give you an opportunit;- to display your wit and
humor as well a^ your ability to write enticing and
pulling Hiaterial.
(13) ^cciai. ( 2 )
The r.utimiy Rocial is an interesting program, because
of the mystery anu uncertaint;;, of what is coming. Cne
of the main points in such a social is to get the people
who are not expected to be present to take the part of
the mummies.
Before the guessing starts the chairman of the
committee shoula make a speech, telling how the mummies
have been secured at great trouble and expense for this
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special occasion and giving as many interesting facts as
may seem best. He may describe the actual characteristics
of each mummy thus giving a guarded clue to its identity.
Cnly members of the club may enter as mummies, but
frienas and the general school members may be admitted to
the affair.
The guess ers must juagc each murrjny by the look of
the eyes .
The niost interesting time in a mummy social is v.’hen
the mummies unmask. Dancing may follow the unmasking of
the miummies.
(14) ha:.i:eh and needle social (i)
%
The Hammer and Keeale Social is always popular in
spite of the fact that it is often mighty noisy. Its
fun is genuinely hilarious. A prize is given to the
girl who can drive the most nails in a certain length of
time, and to the boy who can sew on the most buttons in
the same tin.e.
When it comes to uriving nails the blocks of wood
are placea along the front of the stage, with a liberal
supply of nails beside each block. Each nail must be
driven to the .heaa, and nails bent over or not driven in,
are not countea.
Fowle, A. A. "Conjnercial Clubs" pp. 77-78
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Each sev/er ir.ust thread his own needle and he must
wait until the tiniekeeper gives the word. Girls, of
course, are chosen as judges, The judges are chosen from
ati.ong the boys in the nail driving contest. The fun is
fast and furious and there is noise enough to satisfy
even a small boj’’.
(15) ELUOATICNAL FILMS (1)
Several enjoyable ana instructive meetings may be
arranged to induce an educational film. These miay be
secureu fro:;i the offices of the Gregg Publishing Company,
The United States Department of Agriculture Extension
Service, Bureau of I.’ines Departm.ent of Commerce and from
The Motion Picture Bureau of the National Council of the
T ' AX • Ik* • ^ • r\ •
(16) .\i.:ateur vaudeville (2)
The aim of this program is to provide as many laughs
as possible. It offers an opportunity to a number of
members who want "to .do things" before an audience. Here
is a suggested bill for a show.
A FTdL BILL
Overture Ye Merrie Stenos Club
Song By Request Ido D. Clare
Bowie, A. A. "Commercial Clubs" pp. S7 -91-92
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From the Shamrock Isle VJe Hear Mike C'Doori
Another ^^’ong They call Me a Steno By the
Flapper
As They Are Told In Scotland Macpherson
Hinis elf
Song Again My speed is one hundred- -but
but that's words per min
Ima Dodo
e
The Lost Peculiar Person I've Ever Met
As told by a select company of us who may be peculiar
too .'
A little Music By "Ye Merrie Stenos Slub"
"How a Steno Got a Raise" By One 7/ho Did
A Little More M.usic to calm our shattered nerves and
permit our sympathetic audience to exit in pax
Piano loaned by the A. & E. Piano Company
Confetti not permitted in this house
Checl: your hats, coats, umbrellas, etc.,
at the door and try and get them back
after the performance .'
(17) I PI A EXCI-IAIICE (1)
Tell everybody to come with some idea that they
will give to the meeting, son.ething that has been useful
to them in their work and which they think would be
helpful to others. These nay be written out and handed
to the leaner. This exchange of ideas should be of much
Bowie, A. A. "Comiinercial Clubs" pp. 93-94
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help and will most likely develop some worthwhile discus-
sions .
This idea may be carried out as a "Question Box."
(18) PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATIONS (1)
This can probably be arranged with the local repre-
sentative of the various typewriter and other office equip
ment manufacturers, to give "Practical Demonstrations"
of their products, as a special feature.
Lany questions that will be helpful to the commercial
student will be brought out by these demonstrations.
(19) STl DY PRCCRA:.5 (8)
A very useful program would be a series of discus-
sions on a definite study. Research work may be done
by the members and the results brought before the club
as part of the proceedings . This type of program will
be receivea with the most pleasing enthusiasm.
( 20 ) SHORTIIAIID CROSC-WORD PUZZLE*^^ CONTES T
This is a program that can be worked out in many
ways. It affords an excellent review of shorthand and
heaps of fun besides. There are several ways of con-
ducting this contest, and these may be left to the
judgment of the committee.
Bowie, A. A. "Commercial Clubs" pp . 93-94
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(21) A ^’ATl'RDAY !-CRITINa IN AN OFFICE (1)
This is a pla^^ in one act, hy Ethel A. Rollinson,
introducing points of office etiquette and business ethics.
The characters in the play and the members needed to help
with the casting will give a good many of the club members
a chance to do something.
(22) A CARNIV.AL (2)
This program requires considerable preparation. Booth
are erected in which the various carnival features take
place fortune telling; palmistry'-; hot-dog stands; side-
shows of all kinds are arranged around the room. Volunteers
should be recruited so that they may take charge of the i
respective -stands
. Chairs can be set around the centre of
j
the room and miusic, recitations, songs, clowning, and other
"fun of the Fair" put on. The element of surprise should
enter into the items so that the interest will always be
at its height.
Endless may be the supply of fun. It affords a wonder-
ful opportunity for the ingenuity of the program committee
to work out an afternoon entertainment that is really
novel and one that will be long remembered.
(23) ADVERTISING CCr/iPETITION (3)
Bowie, A. A. "Commercial Clubs" 157-94-95
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Cut out the pictures of well known advertisements
and paste them on cardboard. Number each picture and
keep a key of it. As guests arrive give each a paper
with the list of numbers to correspond with the pictures
and announce that they have to guess the goods which the
various pictures advertise. At a given time the chair-
man will call out the correct solutions and the individ-
ual with the greatest number correct will be awarded a
suitable prize.
(24) Aim^AL BANQUET (1)
An annual banquest is a fitting close for the year's
work. The manner of handling this is as suggested.
A menu should be made suitable to the occasion. The
distribution of the awards for the annual shorthand and
typewriting contests may be a feature.
MENU
Reverse Curve Soup
Eipthong Hearts
Broiled Brief Forms Consonant Chips
Stuffed Vocabulary with Short-Cuts
Disjoined Prefixes and Mashed Circles
Blend Salad
Light-Line Cream and Expedients
g;n-Ff 1 Y-TMni r
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On the reverse side of the I.'>enu should appear the
Program*
Toast Miss Jessie Fry
A Little Bit of Everything and
A Whole Lot of Nothing Harry Wellington
G. S. A. Prophecy Miss Blanche
I Don't Care To Miss G. A* Silver
Thought Herbert Post
Awarding of prizes won in the Annual Shorthand and
Typewriting Contests by the President.
i.:usic a::d DAr:ciNG
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VII . Tra FINDINGS FROM THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Because the extra-curricular program has become
such an important part of the school life, and clubs
and other forms of activity have been established in
the classical departments of the high schools, the
writer wished to find out if the Commercial Department
was keeping in step and introducing this extra-curricular
program into their scheme of things.
A questionnaire was sent out to fifty high schools
through New England and the Middle West. Only High
Schools in the larger cities were included in the
investigation. Although this is by no means a large
enough number of schools by which to arrive at a norm
it gives some idea of what some schools are doing in the
Commercial Department toward furthering extra-curricular
activities
.
Cut of the fifty schools to which questionnaires
were sent, thirty-one replies were received. It v/as
found that of the thirty-one returns received only
sixteen schools had club work in the commercial departmeni
,
leaving fifteen schools where no extra-curricular activity
program existed. \ few school according to the size of
the city, and the enrollment in the school conducted
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several clubs in the commercial department. The number
of replies seemea to the v.riter to be a good representation
of the entire number sent out, but it was rather surprising
to fina that so many school aid not include extra-curricular
activities in the commercial program for the school year.
In the naming of the club it v/as found from the
questionnaire that eleven out of the sixteen schools
having clubs, were sim.pl3 '' called "Commercial Clubs" some
of the other namies given were: Triple C, Steno Club,
Business Service Club, Chamber of Commerce Associates,
Forum.
Come clubs had very definite objectives in an
eancational way, while others seemed to be vague in their
ideas as to what the club was aiming to do for its members.
Still others were of an entirely social nature. Several
gave their purposes as three fould, such as: 1. Interest
2. Social 3. Raising of Eaucational Standards.
As shown in Table II, "Interest" was given as the
objective of eight clubs. It seem^s to the writer that
this aim is conaucive to iriaintaining the pupil's already
manifested talent or leaning and might easily be made the
basis of a successful club.
"Social" is the purpose listed b^'- eight of these
organizations. It would seem, likely, however, that in
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aciciition to providing entertainment for its members, it
gives them an outlet for their excess energy; an opportu-
nity to express their individuality; and a natural sub-
stitution for the gang.
"Acquainting members with business methods and
conditions", was given as an aim in six cases. As this
sort of club usually incorporates talks by successful
business men in various types of industry the effect is
most beneficial to stuaents. The psychological reaction
to hearing an "outsider" who is actually engaged in a
work often proves satisfying and gives the pupils a
feeling of closer contact with the business world.
Only three clubs listed "Raising educational stand-
ards" as an objective. The importance of such a purpose
can scarcely'- be over estimated and it would seem that any
way possible to impress the pupil with the growing need of
modern progressive methoas would be well taken. The
keen competition in present day business, and the need
of a means to combat could be brought to his attention
in this type of orr-anizati on .
"Fostering leadership" is certainly a worthy aim,
though mentionea in only two instances in these replies.
The ability to lead may be very near the surface in many
cases, and given the proper opportunity in club activities
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may be an effective asset to the pupil in his commercial
career. Inculcating depenuabili ty through the responsi-
bilities of leadership is a simple method of character
building.
"Renaering Service" is the purpose of one club. The
writer assumes that this is perhaps in a school where there
is not sufficient office provision. This is apt to confine
the activities to certain needs in the school and hamper
the interests and growth of the club.
Two clubs state thej^ have "no definite aims or
purposes" Cne would wonder why such a club was organized
and how it justifies its existence. It certainly cannot
be conducive to interest or growth to be without purpose.
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TAEI E I
THE ITT’EER CJ RETlTa'S FRCI,' THE
QUEETICHHAIHE
1. Nuir.ber questionnaires Sent Out 50
2. Number (questionnaires Returned 31
3. Number Questionnaires Not Returned 19
4. Number Questionnaires Returned in Aff irmi tive. .16
5. Number Questionnaires Returned in Negative 15
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TAELE II
Ti-iE Ai:-:g ai:l furfcses
TIIF 'XUES
1 . IntercF t .3
2. Social 8
3. Acquainting mt.n.berE v/ith business 6
4. Raising educational standards 3
5. Fostering leadership 2
6. Renaering service 1
7. No definite aims or purposes 2
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A list of the active members of each club v/as
obtained. The total nuniber of members in the sixteen
schools reportinc clubs during the present school year
1933-34 is "1385.” The returns, however, showed that
the number of girls belonging far exceeded that of the
boys. The total number of boys belonging to corunercial
clubs as shown on the Table III is 202 while the member-
ship of girls is shown to be 1133, making a total number
of club members 1335 for the present school year. This
seems like a goouly n'^mber, but the reason that the pro-
portion of girls is GO much greater would be of interest,
though it cannot be aeterminea by the type of questionnaiife
sent out.
It was found that of the sixteen schools conducting
clubs only one gave any creait and this was one point for
the year. It was also discovered that the hours for
club meetings in all cases but tv/o were in the evening.
The two clubs meeting in the afternoon did not conduct
their activities as a part of the school day, but met
after school hours. Froi.. this finding it v;ould seem that
the meetings of these commercial clubs could hardly be
considered a part of the school program. Because of the
evening meetings, eviaentl^'- not held in school buildings,
the clubs were an entirely separate affair. The length
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of the meeting's varicu eonsiaeratly
,
although the number
of meetings per ruonth tallieu in almost all cases. As
can be seen by Table IV that nine of the sixteen clubs
answering the questionnaire met once a month. Four held
meetings . every two weeks and two had a meeting once a week
Because by meeting once a \-eek the teacher who is spon-
soring the club and the members are drawn closer together,
become better acquainted and join more readily in helping
to make their organization a success.
For students in high school an evening meeting of the
club as a regular part of the activity is not a good idea.
The majority of the students are too young, and it has
never been considerea a aesirable school activity to take
pupils out of their homes.
Because of the variety of rules laid down for joining
clubs it was interesting to fine that of those answering
the questionnaire only five out of sixteen stipularted
that enrollment be confined to members of the commercial
department. Four stateo that the students belonging to
the clubs in the commercial departm.ent must have an
average of 85 per cent. In one case the members had to
•
be O.K.'d by the teacher in charge. This does not seem
to be a very fair way to have members picked f or a school
club. Perhaps the most promising pupils, so far as club
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work goes, are kept out because they do not stand in the
good graces of some particular teacher. Membership in
the commercial department clubs was confined in three
cases to members of the Senior Class and also to members
of the Office Practice Class. Only in four cases out of
the sixteen was miembership in a club in the commercial
department purely a matter of personal interest to the
students
.
Question seven asked if dues were charged to members
and if so how much was asked of each member of a club.
The answers to this question told us that eight out of the
sixteen replies received did not charge any dues whatsoever.
One charged only ten cents: one managed on fifteen cents
per year: three clubs charged twenty five cents a year:
two charged the fee of fifty cents each year; while one
club had the high tax of seventy-five cents per year.
In almiost every instance the existence of the clubs
in the commercial department had been established for
some time. This finding was a surprise to the writer be-
cause it showed that although there is not a great deal
of data concerning the clubs of the commercial department
in comparison with clubs and club work in other departments
of the high school, the commercial departments have not
been slow to recognize the need for such a thing as the
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TABLE III
NUIuBER OT PUPILS
BPLCMGIKG TC SCHCCL CLUBS
1. Number of Boys belonging 202
2. Number of Girls belonging 1183
3. Total Number Pupils belonging 1385
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NUMBER CF LEETING5
HELD EACH MONTH
LI. Number Clubs Meeting Once a Month 9
2. Number Clubs Meeting Every Two Weeks 4
3. Number Clubs Meeting Once a Week 2
4. Number Clubs Meeting at Unstatea Times 1
S*r
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TABLE V
HC\7 ENROLLMENT IS LADE UP
1. Only members of Commercial Department 5
2. Only students with average of 35^ 4
3. Only students O.K. 'd by Advisor 1
4. Only students of the Senior Class 3
5. Only students of the Office Practice Class 3
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TABLE VI
DUET CFiARGED IF V.ARICL'9 CLUBS
ANS-VERING QUE’^TICLNAIRE
1. No dues chargev^ members 8
2. Charge of 10 cents 1
3* Charge of 15 cents 1
4* Charge of 25 cents 3
5. Charge of 50 cents 2
6. Charge of 7 5 cents 1
1(
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starting with a club which came into existence
twenty five years ago and which is still in existence
today, the questionnaire returns from the sixteen schools
go on down the list with one club doing its work for
fifteen years; one tv;elve years; two existing for eleven
years; one nine years; one eight years; one six years;
one four years; while five have only been installed into
the program for the past three years; two clubs reported
that the length of their existence was not known to the
present teachers
Although the clubs could hardly be called a part of
the school program, where they are held at a time that
uoGS not connect with school functions, yet every club
has a sponsor taken from the teacher ranks of the high
school. Of the sixteen replies it was discovered that
thirteen claimec the sponsor was assigned froi.. members
of the faculty; one was appointeu bj^' members of the
particular club; two. were volunteers into the position
to guide the club activity.
The answers for question thirteen are very honestly
given. It is not easy to have to tell the truth to
strangers when it n.ight overshadow the impression that
the school faculties and members of a club wish to give
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to the world in general. Ten school clubs have accomplis
ed their aims and objectives, and find the present
system of conducting the club worth continuing. Five
answered this question with the information that only
in part were the aims and objectives fulfilled. One
school honestly stated that the aims set up were not
accomplished. In this case it would seem that the sponso
for this club and the officers should meet, very serious-
ly go over the work of the organization, and try to
check the fla'.vs in the working plans, changing, if
necessary, the aims and the conduct of the club work to
something that would regain the standing it started out
to hold. It is such cases that need special attention
and specific plans carefully worked out, for its im-
provement .
Every organization has its full quota of officers,
so must the clubs. In re; ly to this question it v/as
found that some clubs need many officers and others
progress with the minimum numbers. As ma^'’ be seen by
Table X eleven returns acknowledged four officers might
take care of the needs of the club in o^uestion. Cne
club had thirteen officers having niany special officers
with various duties. Cne had eleven, but this number
was accounted for hy the fact that it maintained a
board of directors besides the quota of officers, for
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conducting a meeting. One haa seven which included
chairmen for the various committees. One had five,
besides the four accepted officers of President, Vice
President, Secretary, and Treasurer, this club had a
Sargeant at Arms whose autj" it was to check attendance
and call the meetings to order, and to act as a
special assistant to the President. One had three officel's
having the '^ecretar;^ ao the -work of the Treasurer also.
It does not seen, necessary to have a long list of officer
because there is not enough to do to make their positions
seem of importance to them, and students do not like to
have r.erely the title of a position. A small number of
officers, with each officer having a very definite set
of duties, will keep the interest of the office holders
far better than having the name of a special office of
no real significance.
Question fourteen was answered in every case but
one in the affirmative, and they all seemed to think
a club should be continued without question. The one
answering in the negative said that interest had died
out in the commercial department entirely because of
the failure of past graauates to obtain work during this
depression. Cf course this reason is one that can be
easily understood by business people the world over to-
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aay. This business slump is not going to remain with
us forever, and when the change comes it is going to
find pupils and graduates of that particular high
school unprepared to take the places opened to them in
the business world. Pupils are still taking the college
course knowing that because of this same depression
attendance at college in the immediate future is almost
an im^possibility.
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TABLE YII
MULBER OF YEARS 0GL:.:£RCI AL CLUBS
HAVE EXISTED
1. Twenty five years existence 1
2. Fifteen years existence 1
3. T^velve years existence 1
4. Eleven years existence 2
5. nine years existence 1
6. Eirht ^'ears existence 1
7. Six years existence 1
S. Four years existence 1
9. Three years existence 5
10. Humber years not known 2
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TABLE VIII
HOW FACULTY ALVI50RS FOR CLUBS
ARE CHOSEN
1. Facultj'- Advisors assigned 13
2. Appointed by Club Hembers 1
3. Voluntary/ Assignment 2

THE acoc:tlisp-t:.ei;t ce aiee aul cejectives
1. All aims and objectives accomplished 10
2. Aims and objectives parti}'’ accomplished 5
3. No aims and objectives accomplished 1
J.
.
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T.^IE X
IIUXEER CF OF'^ICF.r-F LAIXTAil’J.L BY THE CLUBS
1. Thirteen officers 1 club
2. Eleven officers 1
3. Seven officers 1
4. Five officers 1
5. Four officers 11
6. Three officers 1
•
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The planning of programs did not seem to be a ques-
tion of much consideration to those answering this query.
Out of the sixteen replies where clubs were conducted,
I
only three planned the program ahead for the school year.
Nine planned their programs one month ahead. Two felt
no necessity for looking ahead further than two weeks,
while two made no plans for the conducting of their
programs were arrangeo by members of a program committee.
The conducting of the meetings in all cases followed
the general routine of any recognized organization.
The examples of typical meetings were very much
alike, and for the most part, did not seem to show much
thought as to presenting som.ething that would be of
particular interest tc the student. In all the replies,
roll call followed the welcome by the President, and was
followed by the minutes of the last meeting being set
before them and voted for acceptance. Old and ne?/
business came next in line, followed by the special
entertainment for that particular meeting. Among the
programs for the meeting quoted, it was found that five
of the sixteen clubs replying had a speaker address the
club members. Four had a trip to some business concern
This, of course, is very beneficial for the students.
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Some members have never seen the inside of a factory or
mill, and have no idea how things are carried on and the
work arranged. On these trips I think that the students
should be prepared as to very definite things to look
for, and perhaps advised regarding a few intelligent
questions to ask the guide. No time should be lost in
asking questions that can easily be answered out side the
business concern. Two simply stated that a social was
enjoyed, but what forn; this social took was not given.
Two others had a play which was put on by the members and
enjoyed by the remaining members and their friends. One
had a program of simple entertainment, the talent gatherer
from its members. Judging from the program so kindly
enclosed by the sponsor, it is evident that the program
committee and the sponsor spent some time and careful
planning in arranging it. The members made programs for
their guests. This was one of the best typical programs
received and the writer feels sure that those who were
privileged to attend this performance enjoyed it to the
end. This question was not answered at all by two clubs.
This concludea the findings of the questionnaires
sent out, and it certainly brought to light many things.
One of the important things to the writer is that club
work i-s not yet being taken seriously enough by the
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commercial faculty, although many clubs have carried on
for a number of years. There is a great deal to do in
the field, and teachers should feel that their teaching
programs are not too crowded to enable them to sponsor
a club. When they take on this added responsibility,
let them put their whole heart into the work and they
will find the results well worth the effort expended to
do just a little more than the requirements stipulate.
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TABLE XI
LENGTH CF TILE FRCGRAI>:S ARE FLANNEL AHEAD
1. Programs planned one year ahead 3
2. Programs planned one month ahead 9
3. Programs planned two weeks ahead 2
4. Programs not planned ahead 2
V.
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TABLE XII
ACTIVITIES CARLIFD CN ^ CLUB LEETING?^
1. Speaker 5
2. Trips 4
3. Social Programs 2
4 . Flays 2
5. Inaividual Entertainers 1
6. Not answered 2
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Extra-curricular activities are legitimate activities
not in the regular requireu curriculum of the school.
From an almost negligible position, they have macie rapid
strides up the ladder of success, and achieved a position
of prominence in present years.
These activities contribute much to the spiritual
ana social development of the High School student. Their
ultimate object—like that of eaucation— in general is to
make good citizens
,
people who are an asset to the com-
|
munity. The immediate objectives are the establishment
of certain habits, attitudes and ideals which, together
with the imparting of knowledge establish a firm foun-
aation on which to build to attain the ultimate end--
the preparation for life as a good citizen.
Cne of the most important of the extra-curricular
activities is the School Slub. These Clubs have many
and varied interests, but one thing common to all is
their establishment of a common ground for the expression
of the social and educational ideals so essential in a
aemocracy .
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The pupil is the hub and his interests, abilities
and needs the spokes which complete the wheel. The wheel
rotates under the power which increases with the growth
of a successful club--EUch clubs being an important part
of extra-curricular activities in any school. The wheel
is guided by the faculty advisor who act as a guiding
star twinkling onl}'’ v;hen her advice is needed, but always
shedciing a helpful light.
The details of the organization and administration
of the Commercial Club are discussed under the following
topics: Membership, Constitutions, Officers, I.!eetings,
Sponsor, and Program. Pro ram, under which the type
of suitable activities are considered. These are present
ed, merely as typical suggestions. There are many more
which might be consiacrea.
If, however, we "base an appropriate programi of
activities on justifiable club objectives and aims, in
accordance with accepted principles ,"( 1) we miai'’ reason-
ably expect that certain values will result. These
values consistent with the effort put into the work and
the variety of interests offered.
The extra-curricular activity is well worth while,
and is constantly denions trating its value. It is hoped
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that the Commercial Club will prove an important factor
in its success. It^ight be interesting in a few years
to do further research work in this particular field and
compare the results.
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November t 1933
Dear Sir:
I am a student at Boston University studying
for the degree of Master of Education.
I am doing some research v/ork along the line
of Extra Curricular Activities in preparation for
my thesis, I am most anxious to obtain accurate
information about the Commercial Club in your
school, and would be very grateful for any infor-
mation which you might be able to give me on the
enclosed questionnaire.
An early reply will be greatly appreciated,
as my thesis must be in by March 1.
Please accept my thanks for your courtesy.
Very sincerely yours,
Encl--2
Mary C. Mooney
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Name of School No Enrolled
Teacher Date
1. Have you a Commercial Club in your school?
What is the name of the Club?
3. V/hat are the aims of the Club?
i. What are the requirements for membership?
5. Are meetings held during school hours?
How often? How long?
6. Do members receive credit? How much?
7. Is there any membership fee? How much?
8. Number enrolled Girls Boys
9. Is enrollment limited?
10,
How many hold office and what are these offices?
11. Is the faculty advisor elected or assigned?
12. How long has the club been in existence?
13. Has the club been able to accomplish its aims?
14. Do the benefits derived justify the existence of the
c lub ?
15. If the club is not a success to what do you attribute
it’s failure:?
16.
By whom are programs arranged and how far ahead are
they planned?
17,
Vi/hat is your regular meeting proceedure?
Please note a typical meeting program.18.
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